
Sharing News

Updates with Melody!

Hello Readers! 

View in browser

New Short-Short Story has been uploaded!

Dear Reader,

Melody has released 'Butterscotch' in her Short-Short Story bookshelf!

DISCOVER BOOKS

Sharing News and Latest Updates!



Ever heard of writer's block? Well it's real!

Whenever I am hit by it, I take a step back

from my novel writing. There are many

ways to do this. Take a bubble bath, I go

walking into the New Forest, drink a glass

of wine (drink sensibly readers!). Best

ways, read a good book or two, Net�ix or

Flash Fiction Writing! 

I am currently working towards my �rst

novel (sorry, no spoilers, yet!). I am happy

to share Ronnie and Gregory meeting each

other. If Butterscotch comes up again, I

may write Chapter Two.

Want to know more? Ask a question, don't

be shy!

Behind-the-Scenes of Butterscotch!

Oh My Gosh!

This newsletter revealed I have uploaded a

new short-short story. My method to

editing is ProWriting Aid and the

Hemingway Editor. As a writer, this is a

quick reference and tools to assist quick

story writing. 

Butterscotch is my yummy favourite for

pudding/ice cream. So when I came up to

thinking how to describe a yummy

character like Gregory, I wrote it. The

original title was 'The Neighbour'. But the

description was so good, thus the new

story title. 

I was extremely nervous publishing the

story online. As a writer, it was my �rst

time sharing my stories beyond my group

of friends and loved ones. I like to thank the

motivation and support from the Writing

Community on Twitter.

Anything else you wish to know or ask,

please use FAQs.

Missed the last Newsletter?

No Problem!

Melody has an Archive!
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